RAW LEADERSHIP
SHIFTING GEARS TO
GET FUTURE READY

2-DAY PROGRAM
(IN-HOUSE)

COST: CONTACT US
MIN 6 PAX
“Success today requires the agility and drive to constantly rethink,
reinvigorate, react, and reinvent.”- Bill Gates

MENTALLY TOUGH AND ADAPTIVE
LEADERSHIP
is the foundation upon which to build a high performing and agile organisation and now
more than ever, increased attention is being focused on people’s ability to perform to
high levels when faced with stretching goals, tight deadlines and ever changing
demands.

PROGRAM DETAILS
Pre-workshop
• Completion of an on-line personal agility assessment to serve
as a baseline measure to guide your personal development
Workshop
• Learn techniques to build mental toughness & agility
• Learn appreciative enquiry and disputation techniques
• Learn techniques to release creative potential
• Manual provided
Post-workshop
• Option for continued one-on-one coaching to reinforce your
personal resources

The impetus for our RAW program came from the external trends we saw impacting
leaders and their inability to cope with increasing internal and external demands and
influences.
We realised that the ineffective behaviours that can lead to leadership and
organisational extinction often comes from a maladaptive way of viewing the world and
that we needed to work to equip leaders with the mental toughness and skills to be able
to transform uncertainty into confidence, fear into action and adversity into advantage.
We have harnessed this science to provide you with insights into and tools for
developing resilience and agility to sustain you over the long term. At the end of the
program you will become more agile, respond to challenges with a growth mindset, boost
your psychological fortitude, unlock your innovation potential, accelerate your
performance and, know how to create an environment of champions.
Optimism can be learned, resilience can be developed!

LEARNING OUTCOMES
•Build your mental toughness
• Approach even the most difficult personal and organisational trials as a meaningful
challenge
• Turn adversity to your advantage
• Reduce feelings of fear and helplessness in the face of difficult challenges
• Feel empowered to act
• Learn to develop and engage support systems in times of isolation
• Tap into your emotions and discover how they influence your responses
and actions
• Better manage your energy and channel your stress
• Work with greater FOCUS, smarter and not harder
• Unlock your innovation potential
• Be happier!

Contact us to learn more - hello@reinventionconsulting.com.au

